
When are Quasi-Monte Carlo Algorithms E�cient forHigh Dimensional Integrals?Ian H. Sloan and Henryk Wo�zniakowskiDecember 10, 1997AbstractRecently quasi-Monte Carlo algorithms have been successfully used for multivariateintegration of high dimension d, and were signi�cantly more e�cient than Monte Carloalgorithms. The existing theory of the worst case error bounds of quasi-Monte Carloalgorithms does not explain this phenomenon.This paper presents a partial answer to why quasi-Monte Carlo algorithms can workwell for arbitrarily large d. It is done by identifying classes of functions for which thee�ect of the dimension d is negligible. These are weighted classes in which the behaviorin the successive dimensions is moderated by a sequence of weights. We prove thatthe minimal worst case error of quasi-Monte Carlo algorithms does not depend onthe dimension d i� the sum of the weights is �nite. We also prove that under thisassumption the minimal number of function values in the worst case setting needed toreduce the initial error by " is bounded by C"�p, where the exponent p 2 [1; 2], and Cdepends exponentially on the sum of weights. Hence, the relatively small sum of theweights makes some quasi-Monte Carlo algorithms strongly tractable.We show in a non-constructive way that many quasi-Monte Carlo algorithms arestrongly tractable. Even random selection of sample points (done once for the wholeweighted class of functions and then the worst case error is established for that par-ticular selection, in contrast to Monte Carlo where random selection of sample pointsis carried out for a �xed function) leads to strong tractable quasi-Monte Carlo algo-rithms. In this case the minimal number of function values in the worst case setting isof order "�p with the exponent p = 2.The construction of strongly tractable quasi-Monte Carlo algorithms as well as theminimal exponent p is open. 1



1 IntroductionMonte Carlo algorithms are typically used for multivariate integration of high dimension d.The expected error of Monte Carlo algorithms that use n function values is of order n�1=2.The rate of convergence, although not very fast, does not depend on the dimension d. Thenumber of function values needed for Monte Carlo algorithms to reduce the initial error by" is of order "�2.Recently quasi-Monte Carlo algorithms have been successfully used for very large valuesof d, especially in �nancial applications, see [3, 4, 11, 12, 18, 15, 16, 20, 21, 22, 23]. Forexample, calculations with d = 360 for Sobol points and generalized Faure points have beenreported by Papageorgiou, Paskov, and Traub in [20, 22, 23] for collateralized mortgageobligations. The errors for these examples were observed to be independent of d and were oforder n�1. Hence, quasi-Monte Carlo algorithms win in two ways over Monte Carlo, in thatwe have both a better exponent of convergence and a better assurance of error.The apparent success of these quasi-Monte Carlo calculations presents a major challengeto many computational theorists. The challenge is to explain why quasi-Monte Carlo algo-rithms are so e�cient for high dimensions. This problem provides the spur for the presentstudy.In this paper, we do not explain why quasi-Monte Carlo algorithms are so e�cient for�nance problems. Instead, we identify classes of functions for which the worst case errorestimates of some quasi-Monte Carlo algorithms essentially do not depend on the dimensiond and are of order n�1=p with p 2 [1; 2]. Hence, to explain the behavior of quasi-Monte Carloalgorithms for particular �nance problems it would be su�cient to show that they belong tothese weighted classes of functions and that p = 1. This work remains to be done.We now present an informal derivation of classes of functions for which the e�ect ofthe dimension d is negligible. Our starting point is the classical Sobolev space of oncedi�erentiable functions with respect to each variable t1; t2; : : : ; td. For this class there existsa well established error analysis of the quasi-Monte Carlo algorithms based on the Koksma-Hlawka inequality and discrepancy (see, for example, [5, 17, 26, 27]), which we shall discussin Section 3. While this analysis leads to an e�ective design principle of low-discrepancy setsand sequences, its theoretical usefulness appears to be restricted to moderate dimensions d{ by general consent perhaps up to 12 but certainly not 360.Every existing analysis that we are aware of assumes that the behavior with respect toeach of the d variables is essentially the same. On the other hand it has been pointed out (see,for example, [3]) that this is not a realistic assumption. The concept of e�ective dimensionappears in a number of papers, see [3, 16, 22], For example, it is claimed in [3] that in aspeci�c �nancial calculation with d = 360 the e�ective dimension is only of the order of 30.2



To allow the theory to better match the real needs, in this paper we assume that thecomponents of t = [t1; � � � ; td] are ordered so that t1 is the most important, etc, and thenassume that the behavior in the successive dimensions is moderated by weights 1; 2; � � � ; d;with 1 = 1 � 2 � � � � � d � 0.The precise way in which this is done will be made clear in Section 3. Here, we assume�rst that all j are positive, and explain the role of j by means of the functionf(t1; t2; : : : ; td) = g(1=21 t1; 1=22 t2; : : : ; 1=2d td);and f is to be integrated over some region. The choice of the weights j should be suchas to make the behavior of g with respect to each of the d variables essentially the same.As before, assume that partial derivatives @kf= (@ti1@ti2 : : : @tik) exist for k 2 [1; d] and allsubscript choices satisfying 1 � i1 < i2 < � � � < ik � d: Then@k@ti1@ti2 � � �@tik f(t1; t2; : : : ; td) = 1=2i1 1=2i2 � � �1=2ik @k@ti1@ti2 � � �@tik g(1=21 t1; 1=22 t2; : : : ; 1=2d td):If the behavior of all partial derivatives of g is more or less the same then the partialderivatives of f depend inversely on the products of 1=2ij . This explains how the weightsa�ect the behavior of partial derivatives of f , and this we will capture in de�ning a weightednorm in Section 3.The weights j can also model the case when the function f is constant with respect to,say, tk; tk+1; : : : ; td. Then we set k = k+1 = � � � = d = 0. In this way, the dimension d willbe reduced to the dimension k. If f is \almost" constant with respect to tk; tk+1; : : : ; td thensmall k; k+1; : : : ; d will have a similar e�ect of reducing the dimension.For a weighted sequence  = fjg, we work in weighted classes of functions, and the errorbound is given by the weighted Koksma-Hlawka inequality and is expressed in terms of aweighted discrepancy. In this setting, it makes sense to consider the quasi-Monte Carlo algo-rithms with arbitrarily large values of d, provided the weights j approach zero su�cientlyrapidly. In fact, we de�ne the limiting discrepancy as the limit of the weighted discrepancyas d approaches in�nity.It turns out that the quality of the worst case errors of quasi-Monte Carlo algorithms inthe weighted classes of functions depends on the sums() := 1Xj=1 j: (1)More precisely, let n = n("; d) be the minimal number of function values necessary toreduce the initial error by a factor of " for the d dimensional case when we use quasi-Monte3



Carlo algorithms. We stress that n("; d) describes the behavior of a best quasi-Monte Carloalgorithm in the worst case setting.Then we prove that n("; d) is independent of d, and depends polynomially on 1=" i�s() is �nite. That is, n("; d) � C "�p; (2)for some positive C and p independent of d and ", holds i� s() <1. Clearly, p in (2) mustbe at least 1, since for d = 1 we have n("; 1) = �("�1). We prove that p � 2. Because thebound (2) is independent of d, we say that the multivariate integration problem is stronglyquasi-Monte Carlo tractable in the worst case setting, or briey strongly QMC-tractable.Hence, if s() <1 then some quasi-Monte Carlo algorithms are superior to Monte Carloalgorithms. They are superior because we have a worst case assurance of the error ratherthan a stochastic one. However, it is not clear if we have a better bound on the minimalnumber of function values since we do not know whether p < 2. The problem of �nding theexponent of strong tractability, which is de�ned as the minimal p in (2), is open.Assume now that s() = 1. This obviously holds for the unweighted case j = 1 8j.Then the bound on n("; d) depends on how fast the partial sum sd() = Pdj=1 j approachesin�nity. If the limit superior of sd()= ln d is �nite and equal to a then n("; d) dependspolynomially on d and 1=". More precisely we haven("; d) � Cdq "�pfor some positive C; q and p independent of d and ". Furthermore, q 2 [a=12; a=6], andp 2 [1; 2]. We then say that the multivariate integration problem is quasi-Monte Carlotractable in the worst case setting, or briey QMC-tractable.Finally, if sd()= ln d is unbounded, then we show that n("; d) must increase fasterthan any polynomial in d. In this case, we say that the multivariate integration problem isquasi-Monte Carlo intractable in the worst case setting, or more briey QMC-intractable.This shows that quasi-Monte Carlo algorithms are not tractable for the unweighted case,and the weighted sequence  makes them tractable i� sd()= ln d is bounded.We now stress the role of the partial sums sd() independently of whether their limit is�nite or in�nite. We prove that n("; d) depends exponentially on sd(), namely we haven("; d) � (1� "2) 1:055sd():Observe that the last bound does not really address the dependence on ". The essence ofthis bound is the dependence on d through the partial sum sd(). Although 1:055 is barelylarger than 1, we do have an exponential dependence on sd(). Hence, even when the limit4



of sd() is �nite and strong QMC-tractability holds we are in trouble if sd() is large. Toguarantee a reasonable bound on n("; d) for all d we must also assume that the limit s()is relatively small.Observe that for the unweighted case, j � 1, n("; d) depends exponentially on d. Ford = 360 we have n("; 360) � �1� "2� 2:78 � 108:Hence, n("; 360) is really huge and it is impossible to guarantee a small error for the un-weighted case for large d. This indicates that the success of quasi-Monte Carlo algorithmsfor �nance applications cannot be explained on the grounds of the worst case error for theclassical (unweighted) Sobolev space. This may indicate that �nance problems belong tomore restricted spaces of functions, and one may hope that they belong to a weighted classwith a �nite and relatively small s().The theoretical approach in this paper is considerably more general than has been indi-cated so far. The results rest on general results for multivariate integration in reproducingkernel Hilbert spaces. The general analysis for reproducing kernel Hilbert spaces is developedin Section 6, and then applied to deduce necessary and su�cient conditions for strong QMC-and QMC-tractability in spaces associated with the weighted Koksma-Hlawka inequality.Our proof technique is based on averaging arguments. Hence, even if s() is �nite, ourarguments do not allow us to explicitly construct any good choices for the sample points.This averaging procedure is presented in Section 5, where we introduce a new notion oftractability. We call it tractability for average sample points. In this case, we take n-tuplesof sample points which are independent and uniformly distributed over the d dimensionalunit cube. Then we determine the worst case error of the quasi-Monte Carlo algorithm thatuses these sample points. Finally, we de�ne the average error by averaging the worst caseerrors of the n-tuples in the L2 norm. Tractability for average sample points is then de�nedas before in terms of the behavior of the average error. We stress this is not the same as inthe Monte Carlo algorithms. For the Monte Carlo algorithms the average is taken for a �xedfunction, not for the worst case error as in our case.Surprisingly enough, tractability for average sample points holds under the same condi-tions on the weighted sequence  as before. In particular, �niteness of the sum s() is anecessary and su�cient condition for strong QMC-tractability for average sample points. Ittherefore follows under the same condition of �niteness of s() that there are many samplepoint sets which lead to strongly tractable quasi-Monte Carlo algorithms. In Section 5 weindicate how such sample points can be found computationally.The minimal number of function values needed for tractability for average sample pointshas a sharp bound C dq "�p for some positive C and q = a=6, p = 2 where, as before, a is the5



limit superior of sd()= ln d. From the mean value theorem we conclude that the minimalnumber n("; d) of function values has the same bound. It would be interesting to improvethe bound on n("; d) and, in particular, to check whether we can set p = 1 in (2).We wish to stress that good quality of quasi-Monte Carlo algorithms for high d is notrestricted to only weighted classes of functions. In a recent paper of Papageorgiou and Traub[21] it was empirically observed that the e�ect of dimension d is negligible for an isotropicclass of functions where integrands depend on a norm of the vector. The good quality ofquasi-Monte Carlo algorithms in this isotropic class cannot be explained by the analysis ofthe weighted classes. In general, there are probably many di�erent classes of functions forwhich quasi-Monte Carlo algorithms behave successfully for high d. Of course, it would beinteresting to identify all such classes. It would enable us to better understand the essenceof quasi-Monte Carlo algorithms.We end this introduction by stating one more open problem. This problem is to estimatethe weighted sequence  for some practically important applications. Here, natural candi-dates are �nance problems. We believe (see also [3],[4]) that many �nance problems may bede�ned in terms of path integrals which are in�nite dimensional integrals with respect to theWiener measure, see [29] where tractability of path integration is studied. An approximationof a path integral is a d-dimensional integral, and the error of such an approximation tendsto zero as d approaches in�nity. This explains why arbitrarily large d can be met in compu-tational practice. It seems plausible that the weights j should be related to the eigenvaluesof the covariance operator of the Wiener measure. If so, j should be proportional to j�2.Then the series s() is indeed convergent and we get strong tractability. This would par-tially explain why some �nance problems can be solved by quasi-Monte Carlo algorithms soe�ciently even for huge d.2 TractabilityWe deal with multivariate integrationId(f) = Z[0;1]d f(t) dt (3)for functions de�ned over the d dimensional unit cube [0; 1]d which belong to a normed spaceFd. The norm in Fd is denoted by k � kd. In most cases, we will assume that Fd is a Hilbertspace. Here d � 1; we are mainly interested in large d.As mentioned in the introduction, we restrict our analysis to quasi-Monte Carlo algo-rithms, since they are often used in computational practice for high dimensional integration.6



A quasi-Monte Carlo algorithm Qn;d is of the formQn;d(f) = 1n nXi=1 f(ti): (4)Here, the sample points ti are deterministic, belong to [0; 1]d, and may depend on n and das well as on the space Fd. We stress that the weights of quasi-Monte Carlo algorithms areby de�nition all equal to 1=n.We de�ne the (worst case) error of Qn;d by its worst case performance over the unit ballof Fd, e(Qn;d) = supf2Fd; kfkd�1 jId(f) �Qn;d(f)j: (5)For n = 0 we formally set Q0;d = 0, ande(Q0;d) = supf2Fd; kfkd�1 jId(f)j = kIdkis the initial error. This is the a priori error in multivariate integration without samplingthe function.We would like to reduce the initial error by a factor of ", where " 2 [0; 1). That is, weare looking for the smallest n = nmin("; d; fQn;dg) for which1e(Qn;d) � " e(Q0;d):We are ready to de�ne what we mean by various notions of tractability. A generaldiscussion of tractability can be found in [19, 28, 30, 31]. We say that a family fQn;dg ofquasi-Monte Carlo algorithms is tractable2 i� there exist nonnegative C; q and p such thatnmin("; d; fQn;dg) � C d q "�p; 8 d = 1; 2; : : : ; 8 " 2 (0; 1): (6)Tractability means that we need a number of function evaluations at most a polynomial ind and "�1 to approximate multivariate integration to within " kIdk. The smallest q and p(or the in�ma of q and p) are called the d-exponent and the "-exponent of tractability forfQn;dg.1In many papers nmin("; d; fQn;dg) is de�ned as the minimal n for which the condition e(Qn;d) � " holds.Our condition e(Qn;d) � "e(Q0;d) can be viewed as the normalization of the functional Id. That is, forI 0d := jjIdjj�1 Id we have jjI 0djj = 1 and the two conditions coincide.2Alternatively, as in [28], such algorithms may be called polynomial time algorithms.7



We say that a family fQn;dg of quasi-Monte Carlo algorithms is strongly tractable if (6)holds with q = 0. In this case, the number of samples is independent of d and dependspolynomially on "�1.Of course, if fQn;dg is strongly tractable then the d-exponent is zero. However, theconverse is, in general, not true. That is, it may happen that the d-exponent of fQn;dg iszero and fQn;dg is not strongly tractable. Indeed, assume that nmin("; d; fQn;dg) is of order,say, (ln d)1=2 "�1. Then (6) holds with p = 1 and any positive q, and therefore the d-exponentis zero and the "-exponent is 1. Still, we cannot set q = 0 in (6), and therefore fQn;dg is notstrongly tractable. In Section 3 we will see that such a case can indeed happen.We say that multivariate integration in the space Fd is QMC-tractable (or strongly QMC-tractable) i� there exists a family of quasi-Monte Carlo algorithms fQn;dg which is tractable(or strongly tractable). The in�ma of the d- and "-exponents of tractability for fQn;dg arecalled the d- and "-exponents of QMC-tractability for multivariate integration in the spaceFd, or for short the d- and "-exponents.If such a family does not exist we say that multivariate integration is QMC-intractable(or strongly QMC-intractable) in the space Fd. The lack of QMC-tractability means thata polynomial number of arbitrary samples is not enough to approximate multivariate inte-gration by a quasi-Monte Carlo algorithm to within " kIdk. We stress that intractability ofmultivariate integration in this paper is de�ned in terms of quasi-Monte Carlo algorithms.It may happen that the use of other algorithms may break intractability. Since we considerquasi-Monte Carlo with arbitrary sample points, it would mean that the equal weights ofsize 1=n for quasi-Monte Carlo algorithms are causing the trouble. This is known to happenfor some (rather esoteric) spaces Fd, as explained in Remark 2 of Section 6.The main purpose of this paper is to explore for which spaces Fd we have tractabilityand strong tractability. In particular, we show that strong QMC-tractability holds in someweighted spaces, whereas in simple tensor product3 spaces with nonnegative reproducingkernels QMC-tractability holds only for trivial cases.3 Weighted Koksma-Hlawka Inequality andWeighted DiscrepancyWe �rst recall the classical error formula for multivariate integration derived by Zaremba in1968, see [17, 32]. We use the standard notation as in many papers. Let D = f1; 2; : : : ; dg3By a simple tensor product space Fd we mean a space that is a tensor product of d copies of the samespace F1, that is, Fd = F1 
 F1 
 � � � 
 F1. 8



be the set of coordinate indices. For any u � D we denote by juj its cardinality. Obviously,we have 2d such subsets. For the vector x 2 [0; 1]d, let xu denote the vector from [0; 1]jujcontaining the components of x whose indices are in u, and let dxu = Qj2u dxj. By (xu; 1)we mean the vector x from [0; 1]d, with all components whose indices are not in u replacedby 1.Consider the quasi-Monte Carlo algorithm Qn;d that uses sample points ftig. For thesample points ftig, de�ne the discrepancy function asdisc(x) = x1x2 � � � xd � jfi : ti 2 [0; x)gjn :Here, [0; x) = [0; x1)� [0; x2)� � � � � [0; xd).Assume that the function f belongs to the Sobolev space W (1;1;:::;1)2 ([0; 1]d).4 ThenZaremba's identity states thatId(f) � Qn;d(f) = X; 6=u�D (�1)juj Z[0;1]juj disc(xu; 1) @juj@ xu f(xu; 1) dxu: (7)We want to consider functions whose dependence on successive variables is increasinglylimited. Intuitively, we would like to assume that the jth variable xj is the jth most impor-tant and that the partial derivative of f with respect to xj is bounded by some nonnegativeparameter j. More precisely, suppose that we are given a sequence  = fjg such that1 � 2 � � � � � j � � � � � 0:We will normalize the sequence  by assuming that 1 = 1. Then we de�ne ; = 1 and fornonempty u � D, u = Yj2u j: (8)If all j are positive, we can rewrite (7) by multiplying and dividing by 1=2u ,Id(f) � Qn;d(f) = X; 6=u�D (�1)juj 1=2u Z[0;1]juj disc(xu; 1) �1=2u @juj@xu f(xu; 1) dxu: (9)Applying the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality for integrals and sums, we obtainjId(f) � Qn;d(f)j � disc(ftig) kfkd;; (10)4This space is the tensor product W 12 ([0; 1])
 � � � 
W 12 ([0; 1]), d times, where W 12 ([0; 1]) is the space ofscalar absolutely continuous functions whose �rst derivatives belong to L2([0; 1]).9



where disc(ftig) = 0@ X; 6=u�D u Z[0;1]juj disc2(xu; 1) dxu1A1=2 (11)and kfkd; = 0@ Xu�D �1u Z[0;1]juj ����� @juj@xu f(xu; 1)�����2 dxu1A1=2 : (12)A few words of comments are in order. For j = 1; j � 1, (10) is the L2 version of theclassical Koksma-Hlawka inequality. That is why we call (10) for arbitrary j a weightedKoksma-Hlawka inequality.We will call disc(ftig) the weighted discrepancy (or the weighted L2 discrepancy) of thesample points ftig of Qn;d. Here, the word \weighted" refers to the sequence . As weshall see, for some families fQn;dg of quasi-Monte Carlo algorithms and some sequences we will be able to bound the discrepancy disc(ftig) by a function of n which goes to zeropolynomially in 1=n. The classical discrepancy is obtained for j � 1.The square of the weighted discrepancy is de�ned as the sum of 2d�1 terms. It is thereforesurprising that the weighted discrepancy can be exactly computed in time proportional ton2d, as recently shown by Joe in [10]. For the case j = 1 for all j this was proved earlierby Hickernell in [9]; see also the work of Heinrich and Frank [6, 8] for fast evaluation ofdiscrepancy as well as a recent paper of Matou�sek [14].Remark 1: Limiting DiscrepancyThe concept of weights allows us to de�ne the discrepancy for dimension d tending toin�nity. This can be done as follows. Consider points t(1)i = [ti;1; ti;2; : : : ] 2 [0; 1]1 and theird-dimensional projections t(d)i = [ti;1; ti;2; : : : ; ti;d] for i = 1; 2; : : : ; n. Then the discrepancydisc(ft(d)i g) is a non-decreasing function of d. This follows from the fact that if d is replacedby d+1, the sum in (11) has the same terms as for d when u � f1; 2; : : : ; dg and it has extranonnegative terms corresponding to fu; d + 1g with u � f1; 2; : : : ; dg. Hence, the limit ofthe discrepancy with respect to d exists, although it can be in�nite. The limit,disc(ft(1)i g) = limd!1 disc(ft(d)i g); (13)will be called the limiting discrepancy. It is natural to ask for which sample points ft(1)i g thelimiting discrepancy is �nite. It turns out that this does not depend on the sample points10



ft(1)i g but only on the sequence . Speci�cally, for any choice of sample points ft(1)i g, we�nd disc(ft(1)i g) < 1 i� 1Xj=1 j < 1: (14)A proof of (14) is given in the appendix; part of the argument uses results obtained later inthe paper. 2We now discuss (12). Observe that in de�ning kfkd; we included u = ;; that is, weadded one more term jf(1)j2 in the sum. This was done in order to make k � kd; a norm.In this section we shall be analyzing quasi-Monte Carlo algorithms for the Sobolev spaceW (1;1;:::;1)2 ([0; 1]d) equipped with the norm k � kd; . Formally, we setFd; = f f 2 W (1;1;:::;1)2 ([0; 1]d) : kfkd; <1g: (15)We now explain the role of the sequence  in the space Fd;. Since the error of quasi-Monte Carlo algorithms is de�ned here over the unit ball of Fd; , small u means that theL2-norm of the partial derivative @jujf=@xu must also be small. In fact, we can even permitthat the j are zero beyond some index. In that case in (12) we adopt the convention that0=0 = 0; hence, j = 0 implies that the functions must be constant with respect to xj. Inthe extreme case when all j = 0 for j � 2 this means that we permit only dependenceon x1. It is clear that the unit ball of Fd; shrinks for small j, and so makes multivariateintegration easier. It is natural to ask what are minimal conditions on the sequence  toguarantee tractability and strong tractability of families of quasi-Monte Carlo algorithms.These conditions are presented in the next section.The weighted discrepancy plays an important role in the error analysis for the space F;d:Note �rst that the weighted Koksma-Hlawka inequality (10) tells us that disc(ftig) is anupper bound on e(Qn;d); the worst-case error in F;d for the quasi-Monte Carlo algorithmQn;d employing the points t1; : : : ; tn. The following theorem tells us that disc(ftig) is notonly an upper bound on the error: it is the error! This is not surprising since, as is wellknown, the use of the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality to obtain (10) is sharp. For completeness,and as a warm-up, we provide a short proof.Theorem 1 If Qn;d is a quasi-Monte Carlo algorithm employing the points t1; : : : ; tn, andif e(Qn;d) is the worst-case error for Qn;d in the space Fd; ; thene(Qn;d) = disc(ftig):11



Proof: Given the Koksma-Hlawka inequality (9), to prove the theorem it is su�cient todemonstrate one non-trivial function f 2 F;d for which the Koksma-Hlawka inequalitybecomes an equality. Such a function isf(x) := dYj=1�1 + 12j(1� x2j)�� 1n nXi=1 dYj=1 (1 + j min(1� xj; 1� ti;j)) ;where ti = [ti;1; ti;2; : : : ; ti;d]. Note that f(1) = 0.Indeed, for nonempty u � D = f1; 2; : : : ; dg; we have for this function f and for almostall x 2 [0; 1]d, @juj@xu f(xu; 1) = (�1)juju Yj2uxj � (�1)jujun jfi : (ti)u 2 [0; xu)gj= (�1)jujudisc(xu; 1):Hence, the identity (8) for this particular function f becomesId(f)�Qn;d(f) = X;6=u�D Z[0;1]juj  �1=2u @juj@xu f(xu; 1)!2 dxu= disc(ftig)kfkd;:This completes the proof. 2We end this section by pointing out that weighted discrepancy can also be de�ned andstudied in the Lp norm, p 2 [1;1]. Indeed, let 1=p+ 1=q = 1. We apply H�older's inequalityfor integrals and sums to (9) and obtainjId(f) � Qn;d(f)j � disc;p(ftig) kfkd;;q;where disc;p(ftig) = 0@ X; 6=u�D p=2u Z[0;1]juj discp(xu; 1) dxu1A1=pand kfkd;;q =  Xu�D �q=2u Z[0;1]juj ����� @juj@xu f(xu; 1)�����q dxu!1=q :12



Obviously, for p =1, we havedisc;1(ftig) = supx2[0;1]d max; 6=u�D 1=2u jdisc(xu; 1)j:The weighted discrepancy disc;p(ftig) is a non-decreasing function of d, and the limitingdiscrepancy is always well de�ned. It can be shown in the same way as in Section 7.1 thatthe limiting discrepancy is �nite i� �P1j=1 p=2j �1=p <1.To �nd bounds on disc;p(ftig) one needs to have bounds on the Lp norm of disc(xu; 1)for all nonempty u. Such bounds are di�cult to obtain, especially for large d and p 6= 2. Inany case, we anticipate that, as in the case p = 2, one can �nd quasi-Monte Carlo algorithmsfor which disc;p(ftig) is uniformly bounded in d and goes to zero polynomially in n�1 aslong as the series �P1j=1 p=2j �1=p <1 is convergent.4 Conditions for Tractability in Fd;It is not di�cult to show, and we shall do so formally in Section 6, that the initial error inmultivariate integration in the space Fd; ise(Q0;d) = kIdk = dYj=1�1 + 13j�1=2 : (16)Observe from (16) that the initial error, equaling the norm of multivariate integration, isbounded as a function of d i� P1j=1 j is �nite. This may indicate that the assumptionP1j=1 j <1 is quite natural. As we already mentioned, this assumption guarantees that thelimiting discrepancy is �nite, and as we shall see below, this assumption is also necessary andsu�cient for strong QMC-tractability. For completeness, we shall also analyze what happensif this assumption does not hold. In this case, the situation will be seen to depend on howfast Pdj=1 j goes to in�nity. If it goes no faster than ln d we still have QMC-tractability; ifit goes faster than ln d then multivariate integration is not QMC-tractable.Theorem 2 (i) Multivariate integration in the space Fd; is strongly QMC-tractable i�1Xj=1 j < 1: (17)If (17) holds, the "-exponent belongs to [1; 2].13



(ii) Multivariate integration in the space Fd; is QMC-tractable i�a := lim supd!1 Pdj=1 jln d < 1: (18)If a is �nite then the d-exponent belongs to [a=12; a=6], and the "-exponent belongs to [1; 2].(iii) Let n("; d) be the minimal number of sample points needed to reduce the initial errorby a factor of " by a quasi-Monte Carlo algorithm. Thenn("; d) � 2666exp �16 Pdj=1 j� � 1"2 3777 = 2666(1:1836 : : :)Pdj=1 j � 1"2 3777 ; (19)and n("; d) � (1� "2) exp0@2c dXj=1 j1A ; (20)where c = minx;y2[0;1] 1y 0@1 � 1 + y(1� x2)=2q(1 + y(1� x))(1 + y=3)1A � 0:027:Hence, since exp(2 � 0:027) = 1:055 : : :, we haven("; d) � �1� "2� 1:055Pdj=1 j ;and n("; d) depends exponentially on Pdj=1 j.The proof of Theorem 2 is presented in the appendix, see Section 7.3. It will follow from amore general analysis of quasi-Monte Carlo algorithms in Hilbert spaces with reproducingkernels. It also relies on an averaging argument presented in the next section.Theorem 2 presents necessary and su�cient conditions on the sequence  to guaranteestrong QMC-tractability and QMC-tractability. From classical results for the L2 discrepancyit is known, see [7, 24], that for j � 1, the function n("; d) is asymptotically (as " tendsto zero) equal to cd"�1(ln "�1)(d�1)=2 for some positive number cd. Thus, even for d = 1 theminimal number of sample points is of order "�1, and therefore the "-exponent must be atleast 1. The weights j which satisfy the assumption (17) or (18) in Theorem 2 cancel thee�ect of cd(ln "�1)(d�1)=2 at the possible expense of increasing "�1 to "�2.Observe that for the "- and d-exponents of QMC-tractability we only know bounds, andthese bounds di�er by a factor of 2. The bounds for the d-exponent depend on a given in14



Theorem 2(ii). Clearly, the d-exponent goes to in�nity with a. It is easy to show that acan take any nonnegative value. For example, de�ne j = 1=(2jpln j) for j � 2. ThenPdj=1 j = (ln d)1=2(1 + o(1)) as d ! 1, and hence a = 0. Although the d-exponent iszero, multivariate integration is not strongly QMC-tractable since the series P1j=1 j is notconvergent and (17) is not satis�ed. This is an example which we mentioned in Section 2.If we want to obtain a positive a in (ii) of Theorem 2 we may de�ne j = 1 for j � daeand j+1 = a ln(1 + 1=j) for j � dae. Then the sequence  is non-increasing and Pdj=1 j =a ln d (1 + o(1)) as d!1.The last point (iii) of Theorem 2 states the role of the sum sd() = Pdj=1 j. As alreadymentioned in the introduction, the minimal number of sample points depends exponentiallyon sd(), so we are in trouble if sd() is large. Observe that the bound in (iii) does not reallyaddress the dependence on ". This will be done later.5 Tractability for average sample pointsIn this section we de�ne a new kind of tractability. To motivate this concept, suppose we wantto show that multivariate integration in a certain space Fd is QMC-tractable (or stronglyQMC-tractable). This means showing that there exists a quasi-Monte Carlo algorithm whichis tractable (or strongly tractable). However, it does not necessarily mean that we mustknow how to construct such an algorithm. In fact, this is the situation in Theorem 2 forthe space Fd;, where we state necessary and su�cient conditions for QMC-tractability andstrong QMC-tractability without having an explicit construction of tractable and stronglytractable quasi-Monte Carlo algorithms. Our proof of Theorem 2 rests on showing, underappropriate conditions, that even a uniformly random selection of sample points leads onthe average to tractable or strongly tractable quasi-Monte Carlo algorithms.To de�ne precisely the notion of tractability for average sample points, we proceed asfollows. We take random sample points ti which are independent and uniformly distributedover [0; 1]d. For each such resulting n-tuple of sample points t1; t2; : : : ; tn we take the corre-sponding quasi-Monte Carlo algorithm Qn;d = Qn;d(t1; t2; : : : ; tn) given by (4) and determinethe worst case error e(Qn;d(t1; t2; : : : ; td)) de�ned by (5). We then average over these n-tuplesby taking the L2-norm of these errors,eavgn (Fd) =  Z[0;1]dn e(Qn;d(t1; t2; : : : ; tn))2 dt1 dt2 � � �dtn!1=2 : (21)We say that multivariate integration in the space Fd is QMC-tractable for average sample15



points i� there exist nonnegative C; q and p such thatminfn : eavgn (Fd) � " e(Q0;d)g � C d q "�p; 8 d = 1; 2; : : : ; 8 " 2 (0; 1): (22)If q = 0 we say that multivariate integration in the space Fd is strongly QMC-tractable foraverage sample points. The in�ma of q and p for which (22) holds are called the d and"-exponents of tractability for average sample points.We stress that the use of random sample points in the concept of tractability for averagesample points is di�erent from the use of random sample points in the Monte Carlo algo-rithms. In the Monte Carlo algorithms the average is taken for a �xed function f , not forthe worst case error as we did in (21).Obviously, tractability for average sample points implies tractability, but the converseneed not be true. The d- and "-exponents for tractability are not greater than the cor-responding d- and "-exponents for tractability for average sample points. Furthermore,QMC-tractability implies the existence of at least one quasi-Monte Carlo algorithm that istractable, whereas QMC-tractability for average sample points implies that there are manyquasi-Monte Carlo algorithms that are tractable. Indeed, Chebyshev's inequality yields� (f(t1; t2; : : : ; tn) : e(Qn;d(t1; t2; : : : ; tn)) � meavgn (Fd)g) � 1 � m�2:Here, � is the Lebesgue measure and m is an arbitrary positive number. For instance, takem = 10 and assume that (22) holds. Then the measure of quasi-Monte Carlo algorithmsthat are tractable (and for which (22) holds with C replaced by 10pC) is at least :99:For a number of cases we will be able to show tractability or strong tractability foraverage sample points. Although there are then many quasi-Monte Carlo algorithms whichare tractable or strongly tractable, it is not clear how to construct such sample points.One possibility is as follows. Assume that we may compute the error e(Qn;d(t1; t2; : : : ; tn))in time proportional to n2 d. If both n and d are not too large then computation of theerror is feasible. Now we select n = n("; d) such that the error of random quasi-MonteCarlo algorithms is at most, say "=2. Due to tractability, such n should not be too largefor reasonable d and ". Next we choose uniformly random ti; see [2, 13] for informationon how this can be done computationally. For the n-tuple t1; t2; : : : ; tn we check whethere(Qn;d(t1; t2; : : : ; tn)) � ". If so we are done. If not we repeat the selection of sample pointsftig. We will need a relatively small number of such selections, since the average error isat most "=2. In Section 6 we will see that, indeed, the error e(Qn;d(t1; t2; : : : ; tn)) can becomputed for a number of cases.We now present the main theorem on tractability and strong tractability for averagesample points for the space Fd;. 16



Theorem 3 The concepts of tractability and tractability for average sample points are equiv-alent in the space Fd; . More precisely,(i) multivariate integration in the space Fd; is strongly QMC-tractable i� multivariateintegration in the space Fd; is strongly QMC-tractable for average sample points.(ii) multivariate integration in the space Fd; is QMC-tractable i� multivariate integrationin the space Fd; is QMC-tractable for average sample points.Necessary and su�cient conditions for the two cases are given by (17) and (18) respec-tively. If we have QMC-tractability then the d- and "-exponents for tractability for averagesample points are a=6 and 2, respectively, where a is given in (18).This is a restatement of Corollary 10 in Section 6.3, which proves strong QMC-tractability(or QMC-tractability) for average sample points under the condition (17) (or (18)) of The-orem 2. (Corollary 10 is also used in the proof of Theorem 2 to prove the su�ciency of thecondition (17) or (18).)6 Tractability in Hilbert SpacesIn this section we study quasi-Monte Carlo algorithms in certain Hilbert spaces Fd. Wepresent lower bounds on the error of quasi-Monte Carlo algorithms, and compute the errorof quasi-Monte Carlo algorithms for average sample points. From the former we deducenecessary conditions on strong QMC-tractability and QMC-tractability of multivariate in-tegration in the space Fd. From the latter we deduce conditions on tractability for averagesample points. The results will be illustrated for the space Fd;.6.1 Hilbert Spaces with Reproducing KernelsWe assume that Fd is a Hilbert space of functions de�ned over [0; 1]d. Its inner product isdenoted by h�; �id, and obviously kfkd = hf; fi1=2d . We always assume that Fd is a subsetof L2([0; 1]d). Since quasi-Monte Carlo algorithms use function values, we need to assumethat the linear functional f(t) is continuous for arbitrary t 2 [0; 1]d. This is equivalent, see[1], to the statement that Fd has a reproducing kernel Kd, which is a function de�ned over[0; 1]d � [0; 1]d such that Kd(�; t) 2 Fd for all t 2 [0; 1]d andf(t) = hf;Kd(�; t)id ; 8 f 2 Fd; 8 t 2 [0; 1]d:The reproducing kernel Kd has a number of algebraic properties. For example, the ma-trix (Kd(ti; tj)) for any choice of the sample points tj, j = 1; 2; : : : ; n, is symmetric and17



nonnegative de�nite, since Kd(ti; tj) = hKd(�; tj); Kd(�; ti)id, and hencenXi;j=1Kd(tj; ti)ajai =  nXi=1Kd(�; ti)ai2d � 0; 8 ai 2 IR:The diagonal elements Kd(t; t) = kKd(�; t)k2d are nonnegative, and we havejf(t)j � kfkdqKd(t; t); 8 f 2 Fd; 8 t 2 [0; 1]d:Obviously, L2([0; 1]d) is not a Hilbert space with a reproducing kernel, since the functionalf(t) is not even well de�ned for L2([0; 1]d). Hence, Fd is a proper subset of L2([0; 1]d).Example: The space Fd;Take Fd = Fd; from (15). Noting the norm k � kd; de�ned by (12), it is apparent thatthe space Fd; is a Hilbert space with the inner producthf; gid; = Xu�D �1u Z[0;1]juj @juj@xu f(xu; 1) @juj@xu g(xu; 1) dxu: (23)It is easy to check that Fd; has the reproducing kernelKd;(x; t) = dYj=1 (1 + j min(1� xj; 1� tj)) : (24)For completeness, we provide a short proof of this fact in the appendix, Section 7.2. Here weonly remark that Kd;(x; t) is always nonnegative (in fact, Kd;(x; t) � 1). It turns out thatfor nonnegative reproducing kernels we can �nd a necessary condition for QMC-tractabilityand strong QMC-tractability of multivariate integration. 2We return to a general Hilbert space Fd with a reproducing kernel Kd. Since Fd is a subsetof L2([0; 1]d), the function Kd(�; t) belongs to L2([0; 1]d) for arbitrary t 2 [0; 1]d. We nowadditionally assume that Kd 2 L1([0; 1]d� [0; 1]d). Consider now the multivariate integrationfunctional Id given by (3). It is easy to see thatId(f) = hf; hdid with hd(x) = Z[0;1]d Kd(x; t) dt; (25)18



so that hd is the representer of multivariate integration, and, by use of the reproducing kernelproperty,e(Q0;d) = kIdk = khdkd =  Z[0;1]2d Kd(x; t) dx dt!1=2 =  Z[0;1]d hd(x) dx!1=2 : (26)In passing, note that we haveZ[0;1]2d Kd(x; t)dx dt = Z[0;1]d hd(x)dx � 0: (27)Due to our assumption on Kd, the norm of hd is �nite and Id is a linear continuousfunctional. In general, it may happen that kIdk = 0. Then multivariate integration istrivial, and since e(Q0;d) = 0 it is obviously strongly QMC-tractable. To avoid this case, wewill assume that kIdk is positive for all d, in which case the inequality in (27) is strict.Clearly, for any quasi-Monte Carlo algorithm Qn;d we have for the errorId(f)�Qn;d(f) = h f; gd id ;where the representer gd of the error isgd = hd � 1n nXi=1Kd(�; ti):Hence, the error of Qn;d can be expressed ase(Qn;d) = supf2Fd; kfkd�1 jId(f) �Qn;d(f)j = kgdkd =  hd � 1n nXi=1Kd(�; ti) d:Since the norm k � kd is h�; �i1=2d , and since hhd; Kd(�; ti)id = hd(ti) and hKd(�; ti); Kd(�; tj)id =Kd(ti; tj), we obtaine(Qn;d)2 = khdk2d � 2n nXi=1 hd(ti) + 1n2 nXi;j=1Kd(ti; tj); (28)with hd and khdkd given by (25) and (26).Example: The space Fd; (continued) 19



For the space Fd;, the reproducing kernel Kd; is given by (24). Thus multivariateintegration has the representer function hd = hd; of the formhd;(x) = Z[0;1]d Kd;(x; t) dt = dYj=1�1 + 12 j(1� x2j)� ;and e(Q0;d)2 = kIdk2 = khd;k2d; = Z[0;1]2d Kd;(x; t) dx dt = dYj=1�1 + 13 j� : (29)The error of Qn;d depends on the representergd;(x) := hd;(x) � 1n nXi=1Kd;(x; ti);which is now equal togd;(x) = dYj=1�1 + 12 j(1� x2j)� � 1n nXi=1 dYj=1 (1 + j min(1� xj; 1� ti;j)) ;where ti = [ti;1; ti;2; : : : ; ti;d].By Theorem 1 we have e(Qn;d) = kgd;kd; = disc(ftig): 26.2 Lower BoundsWe now present lower bounds on the error of quasi-Monte Carlo algorithms for a class ofreproducing kernel Hilbert space Fd. These lower bounds will be useful for deriving necessaryconditions for strong QMC-tractability and QMC-tractability of multivariate integration.For a general Hilbert space Fd with reproducing kernel Kd, let�d = supx2[0;1]d jhd(x)jqKd(x; x) 1khdkd ; (30)
20



with the convention that 0=0 = 0. In passing, we note that it is shown in [19] that theminimal error of the quadrature formula that uses only one function value is e(Q0;d)q1� �2d.Clearly, �d � 1 since jhd(x)j = j hhd; Kd(�; x)id j � khdkdqKd(x; x):We are ready to prove the following lemma.Lemma 4 If the reproducing kernel Kd of the space Fd is nonnegative then for an arbitraryquasi-Monte Carlo algorithm Qn;d we havee(Qn;d)2 � e(Q0;d)2 �1 � n�2d� :Hence, e(Qn;d) � " e(Q0;d) implies thatn � (1� "2) ��2d :Proof: We make use of the identity (28). From the de�nition of �d we have jhd(ti)j ��dkhdkdqKd(ti; ti). Thus by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality���� 1n nXi=1 hd(ti)���� � �d khdkd 1n nXi=1qKd(ti; ti) � �d khdkd �;with � = q 1n Pni=1Kd(ti; ti).Since by assumption Kd(ti; tj) � 0, we can estimate the double sum Pni;j=1Kd(ti; tj) frombelow by the sum of the diagonal elements Pni=1Kd(ti; ti) = n�2. Thus it follows from (28)that e(Qn;d)2 � khdk2d � 2 �d khdkd � + 1n�2:We minimize the right hand side with respect to �. The minimum is achieved for � =n�dkhdkd, yielding e(Qn;d)2 � khdk2d �1 � n�2d� = e(Q0;d)2 �1 � n�2d� ;as claimed. 221



Lemma 4 presents a lower bound on the error of any quasi-Monte Carlo algorithm in aspace Fd with nonnegative kernel. We do not know if the assumption on non-negativity ofthe kernel is essential. The essence of the lower bound is that for small �d the number nof sample points must be large, since otherwise the error e(Qn;d) is close to the initial errore(Q0;d).From Lemma 4 it is easy to deduce necessary conditions on strong QMC-tractability andQMC-tractability of multivariate integration in terms of the behavior of �d as a functionof d.Theorem 5 Let the space Fd have a nonnegative reproducing kernel Kd, and let kIdjj > 0for all d.(i) If lim infd!1 �d = 0;then multivariate integration in the space Fd is not strongly QMC-tractable.(ii) If lim infd!1 dk �d = 0; 8 k � 0:then multivariate integration in the space Fd is not QMC-tractable.Proof: Suppose that multivariate integration in the space Fd is strongly QMC-tractable(or QMC-tractable). Then there exists a family of quasi-Monte Carlo algorithms fQn;dgwhich is strongly tractable (or tractable). This means that for an arbitrary ", " 2 (0; 1),we need to perform n = n("; d) function values to guarantee that e(Qn;d) � "e(Q0;d) andn("; d) � C dq"�p for some positive C; q and p independent of d and ", and with q = 0 inthe case of strong QMC-tractability. Since Lemma 4 is valid for any quasi-Monte Carloalgorithm, we apply it to fQn;dg and we have(1� "2) ��2d � n("; d) � C dq "�p:We �x " 2 (0; 1). If (i) is satis�ed then the left hand side is unbounded as d ! 1: Thisimplies that q cannot be equal to zero, which contradicts strong tractability. If (ii) is satis�edthen we have (1� "2) ��2d d�q � n("; d) d�q � C "�p:Once more, the left hand side is unbounded whereas the right hand side is bounded. Thiscontradiction proves the lack of tractability. 222



We now check the assumptions of Theorem 5 for simple tensor product spaces Fd =F1 
 F1 
 � � � 
 F1. Here F1 is a Hilbert space with the reproducing kernel K1. Then thereproducing kernel Kd of Fd is given byKd(x; y) = dYj=1K1(xj; yj):In this case, khdkd = kh1kd1, and �d = �d1. Obviously �1 � 1. As shown in [19], �1 = 1means that we can solve multivariate integration with arbitrarily small " by just using onlyone function value. This means that multivariate problem is trivial. To omit trivial caseswe need to assume that kI1k > 0 and �1 < 1. Then dk�d = dk�d1 goes to zero for all k. Dueto Theorem 5 we have the following corollary.Corollary 6 If the space F1 has a nonnegative reproducing kernel K1, and kI1k > 0 and�1 < 1, then multivariate integration in the simple tensor product space Fd = F1
F1
� � �
F1is not QMC-tractable. In this case, any quasi-Monte Carlo algorithm must use exponentiallymany sample points n, n � (1� "2) ��2d1 ;to guarantee that e(Qn;d) � "e(Q0;d).Observe that the space Fd; is a tensor product space, Fd; = F1;1 
 F1;2 
 � � � 
 F1;d withF1;j being a Hilbert space with the reproducing kernel K1;j . The space Fd; is a simpletensor product space i� j = 1 for all j � 1. In this case, we do not have QMC-tractability.Remark 2: Tractability for Arbitrary AlgorithmsWe stress that the lack of QMC-tractability of multivariate integration does not neces-sarily mean that multivariate integration is intractable. It may be that the use of algorithmswhich are not quasi-Monte Carlo is very e�ective, allowing the reduction of the initial errorby a factor of " to be achieved by a polynomial in d of function values. More precisely,see [19] Theorem 5 and Remark 3, for any integer p > 1 there exist Hilbert spaces F1 forwhich n =  d+ p� 1p� 1 ! = �(dp�1) function values are enough to compute exactly themultivariate integral Id(f) for all f 2 Fd = F1 
 F1 
 � � � 
 F1. We add that the spaces F1for which we know this to hold are rather esoteric.An interesting problem is to investigate for which spaces the use of quasi-Monte Carloalgorithms is not restrictive. In particular, for which spaces are QMC-tractability and23



tractability of multivariate integration equivalent. 2We now check the assumptions of Theorem 5 for the space Fd; for arbitrary sequences .We translate the conditions on �d in terms of the behavior of the sequence .Corollary 7 (i) If 1Xj=1 j = 1then multivariate integration in the space Fd; is not strongly QMC-tractable.(ii) If lim supd!1 Pdj=1 jln d = 1then multivariate integration in the space Fd; is not QMC-tractable.Proof: For the space Fd; we have �d = �d; with�d; = maxx2[0;1]d dYj=1 1 + 12j(1� x2j)q(1 + j(1� xj))(1 + 13j) = dYj=1 maxx2[0;1] 1 + 12j(1� x2)q(1 + j(1� x))(1 + 13j) : (31)Suppose �rst that j do not tend to zero. Since they are non-increasing, this means thatthere exists a positive 0 such that j � 0 > 0 for all j � 1. It is easy to show that thereexists a positive number � = �(0) such that� := maxy2[0;1] maxx2[0;1] 1 + 12y(1� x2)q(1 + y(1� x))(1 + 13y) < 1:Indeed, if we de�ne Fx(y) := 1 + 12y(1� x2)q(1 + y(1� x))(1 + 13y) ; x; y 2 [0; 1];it is enough to observe thatFx(0) = 1; x 2 [0; 1]; and F 0x(y) < 0; x; y 2 [0; 1]:Then �d; � �d, and dk�d; goes to zero for all k. Hence, we do not have QMC-tractability.24



Assume then that limj j = 0. For small y it is easy to show thatmaxx2[0;1]Fx(y) = 1 � 124y + O(y2):Hence, �d; = �(qd;), whereqd; = dYj=1�1� 124j� = exp0@ dXj=1 ln(1� j=24)1A = �0@exp0@� 124 dXj=1 j1A1A : (32)If P1j=1 j =1 then we have limd!1 �d; = 0 and the lack of strong QMC-tractability.If lim supd!1Pdj=1 j= ln d =1 thenln dk�d; = k ln d � 124 dXj=1 j + O(1);which tend to �1 for some subsequence of di. Hence, lim infd dk�d; = 0 for all k, and wedo not have QMC-tractability. 26.3 Error for Average Sample PointsWe now compute the error of quasi-Monte Carlo algorithms for average sample points. Fromthis we derive conditions on strong QMC-tractability and QMC-tractability for average sam-ple points. These conditions will also be su�cient conditions for strong QMC-tractabilityand QMC-tractability of multivariate integration.For a general Hilbert space Fd with reproducing kernel Kd we assume that kIdk > 0 .From (26) this means that R[0;1]2d Kd(x; t) dx dt is positive. Let�d = R[0;1]d Kd(x; x) dxR[0;1]2d Kd(x; t) dx dt: (33)We now show that �d � ��2d � 1; (34)where �d is given by (30). Indeed, the de�nition of �d and (26) together with the secondpart of (25) yieldZ[0;1]d Kd(x; t) dt � �dKd(x; x)1=2  Z[0;1]2d Kd(x; t) dx dt!1=2 ; 8 x 2 [0; 1]d; (35)25



and on integrating over x,Z[0;1]2d Kd(x; t)dx dt � �d Z[0;1]d Kd(x; x)1=2dx Z[0;1]2d Kd(x; t)dx dt!1=2 : (36)In general, the left-hand side of (35) may be negative for some values of x, but by (27) theleft-hand side of (36) is necessarily positive. Thus on squaring and applying the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, we obtainZ[0;1]2d Kd(x; t) dx dt � �2d  Z[0;1]d Kd(x; x)1=2 dx!2 � �2d Z[0;1]d Kd(x; x) dx:This yields �d � ��2d . Since �d � 1, (34) is shown.We are ready to compute the error eavgn (Fd) for average sample points given by (21).Lemma 8 Let kIdk > 0. Then eavgn (Fd) = p�d � 1pn e(Q0;d):Proof: Take an arbitrary quasi-Monte Carlo algorithm Qn;d. Let ti be sample points used byQn;d. To stress the role of the sample points, denote Qn;d = Qn;d(ftig). We now rewrite theerror of Qn;d(ftig) given by (28),e (Qn;d(ftig))2 = khdk2d � 2n nXi=1 hd(ti) + 1n2 nXi;j=1Kd(ti; tj):As in (21), we integrate this identity over uniformly distributed ti. Keeping in mind theformulae for hd and khdkd given by (25) and (26), and separating the diagonal and o�-diagonal terms of the last sum, we obtaineavgn (Fd)2 = khdk2d � 2khdk2d + 1n2  n Z[0;1]d Kd(x; x) dx + (n2 � n) khdk2d!= 1n  Z[0;1]d Kd(x; x) dx � Z[0;1]2d Kd(x; t) dx dt! = �d � 1n khdk2d;which completes the proof since khdk = e(Q0;d). 226



From Lemma 8 we can immediately deduce conditions for QMC-tractability and strongQMC-tractability for average sample points in terms of the behavior of �d as a function ofd.Theorem 9 Let kIdk > 0 for all d.(i) Multivariate integration in the space Fd is strongly QMC-tractable for average samplepoints i� supd=1;2;::: �d < 1;If so, the "-exponent is 2.(ii) Multivariate integration in the space Fd is QMC-tractable for average sample pointsi� there exists a nonnegative k for whichsupd=1;2;::: d�k �d < 1: (37)If so, the d-exponent is the in�mum of k satisfying (37), and the "-exponent is 2.Proof: From Lemma 8 we conclude thatminfn : eavgn (Fd) � " e(Q0;d) g = ��d � 1"2 � : (38)Hence, we get strong QMC-tractability for average sample points i� supd �d is bounded. Weget QMC-tractability for average sample points i� supd d�k�d is bounded for some k. In thiscase the d-exponent is the in�mum of such k. In both cases the "-exponent is 2. 2We stress that the conditions of Theorem 9 are su�cient conditions for QMC-tractabilityand QMC-tractability of multivariate integration in the space Fd.As in the previous subsection, we check now the assumptions of Theorem 9 for simpletensor product spaces Fd = F1 
 F1 
 � � � 
 F1. Clearly, we now have �d = �d1. Since �1 � 1,the only case for which (i) or (ii) of Theorem 9 holds is �1 = 1. However, �1 = 1 and (34)imply that �1 = �d = 1. As already remarked, this means that multivariate integrationis trivial, since one function value is enough to solve the problem for an arbitrary positive". Excluding this case, we have �1 > 1 and the assumptions of Theorem 9 do not hold forsimple tensor product spaces. Hence, we do not have even QMC-tractability for averagesample points in a simple tensor product space Fd.We now check the assumptions of Theorem 9 for the space Fd; . We translate the condi-tions on �d in terms of the behavior of the sequence .27



Corollary 10 (i) Multivariate integration in the space Fd; is strongly QMC-tractable foraverage sample points i� 1Xj=1 j < 1:If so, the "-exponent is 2.(ii) Multivariate integration in the space Fd; is QMC-tractable for average sample pointsi� a := lim supd!1 Pdj=1 jln d < 1:If so, the d-exponent is a=6 and the "-exponent is 2.Proof: For the space Fd; we have�d = dYj=1 1 + 12 j1 + 13 j = exp0@ dXj=1 ln 1 + 12 j1 + 13 j1A � exp0@16 dXj=1 j1A = d1=6Pdj=1 j= ln d: (39)Hence, �niteness of the sum P1j=1 j implies that �d is bounded and we get strong QMC-tractability for average sample points. Similarly, a �nite a implies that for any positive �the sequence d�a=6���d is bounded. Thus we get QMC-tractability for average sample pointswith the d-exponent no greater than a=6.On the other hand, strong tractability for average sample points implies that �d isbounded. Then Pj j must be �nite. In turn, tractability for average sample points impliesthat d�k�d is bounded for some k. Then limj j = 0 since otherwise �d goes exponentiallyfast to in�nity with d. For limj j = 0 we have�d = �0@exp0@16 dXj=1 j1A1A ;and d�k�d = ��d�kd1=6Pdj=1 j= ln d� :This implies lim supdPdj=1 j= ln d � 6k and a=6 � k. Since k can be arbitrarily close tothe d-exponent, a=6 is no greater than the d-exponent. Hence, a=6 is the d-exponent. Thiscompletes the proof. 228



We end this section by a remark on the classical Monte Carlo algorithm.Remark 3: Tractability of the Classical Monte Carlo algorithmAlthough in this paper we study only quasi-Monte Carlo algorithms, as a byproduct ofour analysis we can also check when the classical Monte Carlo algorithm is tractable. MonteCarlo is a randomized algorithm and its error en;d(f) for each function f is de�ned as theexpected L2-error with respect to random sample points. It is well known thaten;d(f) = 1pn V (f):where V (f) is the variance of f and is given byV (f) = �Id(f 2)� I2d(f)�1=2 :Hence, the classical Monte Carlo algorithm is strongly tractable or tractable if we can �nda uniform bound on the variances of f from the class Fd with kfkd � 1.Clearly, en;d(f) is no greater than eavgn (Fd) from (21) since the latter is de�ned for a worstf from the unit ball of Fd for each quadrature point set. Thusen;d(f) � eavgn (Fd):From Lemma 8 we conclude supf2Fd;kfkd�1 en;d(f) � p�d � 1pn kIdk:Hence, strong tractability and tractability of the classical Monte Carlo algorithm hold underthe same conditions on �d as in Theorem 9. 27 AppendixIn this appendix we provide proofs of a number of the results which were stated or used inthe paper.
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7.1 Limiting DiscrepancyWe prove (14). Assume that P1j=1 j = 1. Then the proof of Corollary 7 states thatlimd �d; = 0. For any sample points t(1)i , Theorem 1 and Lemma 4 yielddisc(ft(d)i g) = e(Q0;d)(1 + o(1)); as d!1:Since e(Q0;d) = khd;kd = Qdj=1(1 + j=3)1=2 goes to in�nity with d, we conclude thatdisc(ft(1)i g) = limd!1disc(ft(d)i g) = 1:On the other hand, assume that P1j=1 j < 1. From the de�nition of the discrepancyfunction disc we have disc(x) 2 [�1; 1] for all x 2 [0; 1]d, from which followsdisc(ft(d)i g)2 � X;6=u�D u:We now prove by induction on d thatX;6=u�D u = dXj=1 j dYk=j+1(1 + k) � 0@ dXj=1 j1A exp0@ dXj=1 j1A : (40)Let Ad = P;6=u�D u. For d = 1 we have A1 = 1. Consider now Ad for d � 2. We havetwo kinds of terms in the sum which de�nes Ad. The �rst kind corresponds to nonemptyu's which are subsets of f1; 2; : : : ; d� 1g. The sum of such terms is Ad�1. The second kindof term corresponds to fu; dg. Here u can either be empty or u is a nonempty subset off1; 2; : : : ; d � 1g. For u = ; we have the term d, and the sum over fu; dg for nonemptysubsets u of f1; 2; : : : ; d� 1g is dAd�1. Hence,Ad = (1 + d)Ad�1 + d:Using the inductive assumption for Ad�1 we get the �rst equality in (40). The inequality in(40) follows from the fact thatdYk=j+1(1 + k) � dYk=1(1 + k) = exp dXk=1 ln(1 + k)! :Since ln(1 + k) � k, we have (40).Hence, P1j=1 j <1 implies that P;6=u�D u is bounded, and the limit of disc(ft(d)i g) is�nite, as claimed. 230



7.2 Reproducing Kernel of Fd;We show that Kd; given by (24) is a reproducing kernel of the Hilbert space Fd; given by(15). We need to show that for any f 2 Fd; and any t 2 [0; 1]d we havehf;Kd;(�; t)id; = f(t): (41)First of all observe from (24) thatKd;(~1; t) = 1; 8 t 2 [0; 1]d;Kd;((xu; 1); t) = Yj2u (1 + j min(1� xj; 1� tj)) ; 8 x; t 2 [0; 1]d; u � D:Here, ~1 = [1; 1; : : : ; 1]. Observe also that the derivative of min(1� x; 1� t) with respect tox is zero for x < t, does not exist for x = t, and is �1 for x > t.We prove (41) by induction on d. For d = 1 we have, from (23),hf;K1;(�; t)i1; = f(1)K1;(1; t) + �11 1 Z 10 f 0(x) (min(1� x; 1� t))0 dx= f(1)� Z 1t f 0(x)dx = f(t);as claimed.Suppose that (41) holds for d, and check it for d + 1. Let t = [�; td+1] with � 2 [0; 1]d.The sets u are now subsets of f1; 2; : : : ; d + 1g. We can �rst consider the sets u which aresubsets of D = f1; 2; : : : ; dg and then the sets fu; d+ 1g with u being once more a subset ofD. Hence, we have hf;Kd+1;(�; t)id+1; = T1 + T2;where T1 = Xu�D �1u Z[0;1]juj @juj@xu f(xu; 1) @juj@xuKd+1;(((xu; 1); 1); t) dxu;T2 = Xu�D au Z[0;1]juj @juj@xu  Z 10 @@xd+1 f((xu; 1); xd+1) � @@xd+1 min(1� xd+1; 1� td+1) dxd+1!@juj@xuKd;((xu; 1); �) dxu;where au = d+1=(ud+1) = �1u . Note that in T1 the function f(xu; 1) is a function of atmost d variables, and that Kd+1;(((xu; 1); 1); t) = Kd;((xu; 1); �). Therefore we can applythe induction assumption to T1 and claim that T1 = f(�; 1).31



We now work on T2. By simple integration with respect to xd+1 we getT2 = � Xu�f1;2;:::;dg �1u Z[0;1]juj @juj@xu (f((xu; 1); 1)� f((xu; 1); td+1)) @juj@xuKd;((xu; 1); �) dxu:Once more by induction, we conclude that T2 = �f(�; 1) + f(�; td+1). Hence,T1 + T2 = f(�; td+1) = f(t);as claimed. 27.3 Proof of Theorem 2Assume that multivariate integration in the space Fd; is strongly QMC-tractable. Then (i)of Corollary 7 yields that P1j=1 j < 1. Corollary 10 in turn states that the "-exponentof tractability for average sample points is 2. Hence, the "-exponent is at most 2. Asalready mentioned, the "-exponent must be at least 1. Hence, the "-exponent of multivariateintegration belongs to [1; 2] as claimed.Assume that multivariate integration is QMC-tractable in the space Fd; . Then (ii) ofCorollary 7 yields that a = lim supd Pdj=1 j= ln d is �nite. Again Corollary 10 implies thatthe "-exponent belongs to [1; 2]. We now estimate the d-exponent. Clearly, from Lemma 4we conclude that for any quasi-Monte Carlo algorithm we havenmin("; d; fQn;dg) � (1� "2) ��2d;with �d; given by (31). From (32) we obtain��2d; = ��e1=12Pdj=1 j� = ��d1=12Pdj=1 j= ln d� :This proves that the d-exponent must be at least a=12. It is at most a=6 due to Corollary 10.Assume now that P1j=1 j < 1. Then Corollary 10 yields strong QMC-tractabilityfor average sample points in the space Fd;, and hence strong QMC-tractability with the"-exponent in [1; 2].If a = lim supdPdj=1 j= ln d is �nite then Corollary 10 yields QMC-tractability in thespace Fd;. The bounds on the "- and d-exponents are obtained as before.To prove (iii), note that (19) follows from (38) and (39). Then Lemma 4 yieldsn("; d) � (1� "2) ��2d;:32
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